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BUDGET 2021
Chancellor Rishi Sunak made his 2021 Budget speech on 

3 March 2021. 
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Coronavirus support

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS)
• The CJRS is extended to 30 September 2021.

• The scheme will continue in its current form until 30 June 2021.
    o Employees will receive 80% of their normal salary for hours not worked.

• From 1 July 2021 employers will be asked to contribute towards the cost of unworked hours. These
contributions will be:
o   10% in July 2021 (up to £312.50).
o   20% in August 2021 (up to £625).
o   20% in September 2021 (up to £625).
• The scheme will cease on 30 September 2021.

Self-Employment Income Support Scheme (SEISS)
• A fourth SEISS grant will be paid based on 80% of three months’ average trading profits, capped at
  £7,500 in total.
   o This is paid in respect of February, March and April 2021.
   o Individuals must have submitted a 2019-20 tax return by 2 March 2021 to be eligible.
   o Other eligibility criteria will be as for the third SEISS grant.
   o Claims can be made from Late April 2021 until 31 May 2021.

• A fifth SEISS grant will be made available over the summer covering May to September.
   o The grant value will be determined based on a turnover test in the year April 2020 to April 2021.
   o Traders whose turnover has decreased by 30% or more will receive the full grant worth 80% of three
      months’ average trading profits, capped at £7,500 in total.
   o Traders whose turnover has decreased by less than 30% will receive a 30% grant, capped at £2,850.
   o Claims can be made from late July 2021.

Recovery Loan Scheme
• The Recovery Loan Scheme will be available to businesses from 6 April 2021.

• Businesses will be able to access loans of between £25,000 and £10 million, with a guarantee of 80%.

• Businesses who have received support under existing COVID-19 loan schemes will be eligible.

Restart Grants
• Restart Grants will be made available in England. These will be:
   o Up to £6,000 per premises for non-essential retail businesses.
   o Up to £18,000 per premises for hospitality, accommodation, leisure, personal care and gym businesses.

·A further £425 million of discretionary business grant funding will be available from public authorities in
England.
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Income Tax, NICs, claims and reliefs

Income Tax (IT) key measures included in Budget 2021 are as follows:

•  In the Spending Review 2020, the following increases were announced:
   o Personal allowance 2021/2022: £12,570.
   o Basic rate threshold 2021/2022: £37,700.
   o Higher rate threshold 2021/2022: £50,570.

• These figures will remain the same until 2025/2026.

• These changes apply to England, Wales and Northern Ireland, but not Scotland.

National Insurance
• The National Insurance Upper Earnings Limit and Upper Profits Limit will remain aligned with the higher rate
threshold (£50,570) for these years. This will apply to the whole of the UK.

Savings income
• The 0% Savings rate will remain at £5,000 for 2021/2022.

Trading Losses
There will be a temporary extension to the loss carryback period. Trading losses can be carried back up to
three years (instead of the usual one year) for a maximum of £2 million of tax losses.

• The £2 million limit applies to trading losses incurred in each of the following tax years 2020/2021 and
2021/2022. 

• This will not affect the current one-year carryback rules for individuals.

Pensions
• The Lifetime Allowance for pension contributions will remain at £1,073,100 until 2025/2026.
   o The Finance Bill 2021 will remove the annual Consumer Price Index Link rise for the next five years.
 
Tax relief
• Financial support payments, made by the UK Government or devolved administrations, to individuals who are
potential victims of modern slavery and human trafficking will be exempt from Income Tax. This is retrospective
back to 1 April 2009, when the payments started.
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Corporation Tax

Corporation tax rates
• The Corporation Tax rate will remain at 19% until FY2022.

• From April 2023, the main rate of Corporation Tax will increase to 25%. 
   o Companies with chargeable profits of £50,000 or less are liable to tax at the current rate of
      19%. This will be the Small Profits Rate (SPR).
   o Companies with chargeable profits of £50,001 to £250,000 will pay tax at 25% but will have the benefit of  
      marginal relief.
   o The SPR will not apply to close-investment-companies.
   o The thresholds for marginal relief will be apportioned for the number of associated companies and for
       short accounting periods.
   o The Diverted Profits Tax rate will increase proportionally, from 25% to 31%.

Company losses
• There will be a temporary extension to the period in which a Company loss can be carried back.

• Companies will be able to carry back trade losses up to three years.
   o This applies for up to a maximum of £2 million of tax losses.
   o The £2 million limit applies to losses incurred in each of the following years: 2020/2021 and 2021/2022. 
       For accounting periods ending between 1 April and 31 March 2021 and 2022.
   o The limit will be apportioned for groups of companies.

R&D relief
• The proposed cap on R&D Small to Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) tax credits has been confirmed. The
maximum amount a company can claim will be £20,000 plus three times the company's total PAYE/NICs.

• The R&D tax reliefs, as they currently stand, will also be subject to consultation. The government wants to
keep the UK as a competitive location for research companies and review whether the reliefs are still fit for
purpose.
Northern Ireland Housing Executive

• The Northern Ireland Housing Executive will be exempt from Corporation Tax from 1 April 2020, bringing its
treatment into line with other equivalent UK bodies.
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Northern Ireland Housing Executive
• The Northern Ireland Housing Executive will be exempt from Corporation Tax from 1 April 2020, bringing its
treatment into line with other equivalent UK bodies.

Large corporates
• Following a consultation announced in the 2020 Budget, the legislation addressing arrangements using
hybrid mismatches to generate a tax mismatch (and a tax advantage) will be amended to ensure a fair and
proportionate application. Exemptions from counteraction payments are included and the definitions of those
caught under the "acting together" rules are amended.

• Finance Bill 2021 will repeal the EU Interest and Royalties Directive. This exempts payments of withholding
tax on intra-group interest and royalties between EU and UK companies. The legislation will be repealed from 1
June 2021. Withholding taxes will then apply in line with the relevant Double Taxation Agreements.

• The increase in the main rate of Corporation Tax to 25% will unfairly disadvantage banks due to the
additional 8% surcharge. The government will review this in the Autumn to ensure that UK banks do not suffer
a substantial tax increase and that UK banking tax rates remain globally competitive.
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Employers

Off-Payroll Working rules

FROM 6 APRIL 2021:
• Finance Bill 2021 will amend the unintentional widening of the corporate 'intermediary' definition. The equivalent
change will also be made to the National Insurance contributions regulations.

• The requirement to provide information as to whether the qualifying conditions are met for the Off-Payroll Working
rules is extended from the deemed employer to also include the worker and the intermediary.

• The consequences of providing fraudulent information in relation to the rules are extended to anyone UK-based party
in the labour supply chain.

• A Targeted Anti-Avoidance Rule (TAAR) aims to catch arrangements circumventing the intermediary conditions and
taking the engagement out of the rules in order to gain a tax advantage.

Traineeships
• An extension of the £1,000 payment per trainee for employers providing work experience for trainees aged 16-24
years old for 2021/2022.

Statutory Sick Pay (SSP)
• The SSP Rebate Scheme will be extended until the end of September.

• Employers with fewer than 250 employees will continue to be able to reclaim up to two weeks of SSP costs per
employee from the government.

• Eligible sickness absence includes COVID-19 illness, self-isolation or shielding. 

Enterprise Management Incentive (EMI)
• Finance Bill 2021 will extend the exception to the working hours requirement, where employees cannot meet
the requirements due to COVID-19. This is available to existing and new EMI participants. It will have effect
until 5 April 2022.

• A call for evidence for the Enterprise Management Incentives scheme. This will form part of a consultation that will
consider if, and so, how to expand the current scheme in order to support high-growth business.
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COVID-19 antigen tests
• An exemption will be retrospectively introduced for employer-reimbursed COVID-19 antigen tests for 2020-
21.
   o The corresponding exemption for National Insurance Contributions is already in force.
   o Both exemptions will be extended to 2021/2022.

Employer-provided bicycles
• A time-limited easement applies the rules surrounding the employer-provided bicycles exemption. 

Termination payments
• Changes to treatment of termination payments and post-employment notice pay that have already been
published have been confirmed as unchanged for the Finance Bill 2021.
   o Where the employee's post-employment notice period is defined in a different quantity to that of the
      employee's pay period (e.g. a pay period measured in months and a notice period measured in days), the
      changes ensure that the calculation of pay is consistent.
   o Termination pay over £30,000 will be subject to employer's NICs.

Homeworking
• The COVID-19 home working exemption to Income Tax & NICs where the employer reimburses home office
equipment expenditure will be extended until 5 April 2022.

Car and Van fuel benefits
• FROM 6 APRIL 2021:
   o Van benefit: £3,500.
   o Car fuel benefit, the multiplier will be £24,600.
   o Flat-rate van fuel charge, £669.

Statutory parental bereavement payments (SPBP)
• SPBP have been added to the list of payments not considered to end transitional arrangements, put in place
in 2017, surrounding long-term salary sacrifice arrangements.
o The tax advantages of these arrangements will be in place until April 2021 under the transitional rules.
   o The SPBP was introduced in April 2020 and was not included in the list of disregarded payments drawn up
    in 2017.
   o The legislation will be retrospective.
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Capital Allowances- summary

• 130% Super Deduction for main rate assets.
• 50% First Year Allowance for special rate assets for two years.
• Annual Investment Allowance (AIA) extension.
• Restoring plant and machinery leases to pre-Covid-19 treatment.
• Qualifying decommissioning expenditure.
• Freeports: Enhanced Structures & Buildings Allowance.
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Capital Gains Tax

Annual Exempt Amount
• The CGT Annual Exempt Amount will remain at £12,300 for individuals and £6,150 for most Trusts until April
2026 

Relief for gifts of business assets anti-avoidance for non-residents
• Section 167(2) TCGA 1992 disapplies Gift relief where a transferee company is controlled by a person who is
not resident in the UK and is Connected with the person making the disposal.
• For disposals on or after 6 April 2021, a new measure will ensure that this anti-avoidance rule applies where
a non-UK resident person gifting the asset also controls the recipient company.

Venture Capital Schemes: Extension of the Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR)
• The government will continue to support social enterprises in the UK that are seeking growth investment by
extending the operation of SITR to April 2023.
• This will continue availability of Income Tax relief and Capital Gains Tax hold-over relief for investors in
qualifying social enterprises, helping them access patient capital
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Inheritance Tax

Inheritance Tax (IHT) key measures included in Budget 2021 are as follows:
• The IHT Nil Rate Band and Residence Nil Rate Band (RNRB) will be frozen at £325,000 and £175,000
respectively until April 2026. 
• Tapering of the RNRB will continue to start at £2 million.  

Land & Property taxes

Land and Property measures including Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT),  Annual Tax on Enveloped Dwellings
(ATED) and Business Rates included in Budget 2021 are as follows:

SDLT nil rate band
• The SDLT nil rate band threshold was increased to £500,000 from 8 July 2020 until 31 March 2021. This
threshold now extends three months until 30 June 2021.
• From 1 July 2021 the nil rate band reduces to £250,000 until 30 September 2021, before returning to its
permanent level of £125,000 from 1 October 2021.

SDLT Freeports
• SDLT relief for purchases of land and buildings within a Freeport tax site, subject to a ‘control period’ of up to
three years and the land being acquired and used in a ‘qualifying manner’.

SDLT Non-resident surcharge
• As previously announced, from 1 April 2021 Non-UK residents will be subject to an additional 2% Stamp Duty
Land Tax (SDLT) surcharge on the acquisition of UK residential property.

Annual Tax on Enveloped Dwellings (ATED)
• New reliefs from ATED and the 15% rate of SDLT for certain qualifying housing co-operative come into effect
on 3 March 2021.

Business Rates
• A 100% business rates discount to businesses occupying eligible retail, hospitality and leisure properties and
nurseries in England for 3 months from 1 April 2021.
• For the remainder of the financial year, these properties will receive a 66% discount with a cap of £2 million
per business for those that were required to close as at 5 January 2021 and a cap of £105,000 per business
for those that were not required to close.
• Businesses who do not feel that they were impacted by COVID-19 or who are altruistic can choose to opt-out
of the relief
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VAT

Registration threshold
• The VAT registration threshold (£85,000) and Deregistration threshold (£83,000) are frozen until 31 March
2024.

Reduced rate of VAT: hospitality, accommodation and attractions
• The temporary reduced rate of VAT (5%) applying to goods and services supplied by the tourism and
hospitality sector is extended to 30 September 2021. 
• A 12.5% rate of VAT will apply between 1 October 2021 and 31 March 2022, before reverting to the standard
(20%) rate. 

Deferred VAT payment scheme 
• Businesses that Deferred their VAT liabilities between 20 March and 30 June 2020 can now opt in to use the
VAT Deferral New Payment Scheme.
• The service opened on 23 February 2021 and will close on 21 June 2021.

Powers to tackle Electronic Sales Suppression (ESS) 
• Measures will be introduced to make the possession, manufacture, distribution and promotion of ESS
software and hardware an offence.
• HMRC will be able to tackle tax evasion undertaken by businesses that use software and hardware to hide or
reduce the value of transactions.
• New information powers will allow HMRC to identify developers and suppliers in the ESS supply chain and
access software developers’ source code.

Previously announced measures

Reversal of the removal of Second Hand Margin Scheme for cars 
• The previously announced removal of the Second Hand Margin Scheme for cars sourced from Great Britain
and sold in Northern Ireland has been reversed. 

Repeal the VAT Treatment of Transactions Order 1992
• To ensure government departments and NHS bodies do not obtain a VAT recovery advantage over other
taxpayers, the VAT (Treatment of Transactions) Order 1992 will be repealed before autumn 2021

Making Tax Digital
•  Making Tax Digital for VAT will apply to all VAT registered businesses from 1 April 2022. 
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• Fuel Duty: one year freeze in 2021-22.
• Alcohol Duty: one year freeze in 2021-22.
• Tobacco Duty Rates: Consolidation of rates into Finance Bill 2021.
• Gaming Duty: rates set.
• Air Passenger Duty (APD) rates set for 2022 to 2023.
• Red Diesel: exemptions.
• Vehicle Excise Duty: freeze for HGVs in 2021-22.
• HGV Road User Levy: suspend for a further 12 months from August 2021 and freeze rates.
• Carbon Price Support (CPS) rate: maintain in 2022-23.
• Northern Ireland Steel Import Duty.
• Aggregates Levy: one year freeze in 2021-22.
• Landfill Tax: rates set for 2021 to 2022.
• Landfill Communities Fund-2021 to 2022.
• Plastic Packaging Tax.
• Repeal of Carbon Emissions Tax legislation.

• Universal Credit: maintain £20 increase to the standard allowance for six months.
• £500 payment to eligible Working Tax Credit recipients.
• Universal Credit: three-month delay to Minimum Income Floor reintroduction.
• Universal Credit: maintain surplus earnings de minimis at £2,500 in 2021-22.
• Shared Accommodation Rate (SAR): accelerate introduction of exemptions.

Duties & levies

Benefits
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Misc

• Help to Grow: management up to 90% grants.
• Help to Grow: digital strengthening the public finances.
• UK Emissions Trading Scheme.
• DWP: investment in compliance with Financial Transactions.
• Public sector net borrowing impact of changes to financial transactions and guarantees. Previously
announced policy decisions Financial transactions.
• UK-EU Future Relationship Agreement on Social Security Coordination: benefit rules.
• Local government: exceptional financial support for Local Authorities through a capitalisation direction.
• Withdrawal of LIBOR.

This information is provided as a summary and guide and specific advice is always recommended before any
action to ensure it fits with your circumstances. 

Information taken from Ross Martin dated 4th March 2021


